
 

CAROLINA HURRICANES 3, SEATTLE KRAKEN 2 
 Postgame Notes – December 15, 2022 

Attendance: 18,680 (Sel lout )  
 

 

 

CAROLINA HURRICANES SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
1 10:10 Andrei Svechnikov (16) Unassisted EV 1-0 CAR 
1 17:16 Derek Stepan (1) Jack Drury (2), Calvin de Haan (2) EV 2-0 CAR 
2 2:08 Stefan Noesen (4) Unassisted EV-PS 3-0 CAR 
 
SEATTLE KRAKEN SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
2 11:26 Ryan Donato (5) Carson Soucy (5), Yanni Gourde (14) EV 3-1 CAR 
 
STAR CRUISER 
With tonight’s win, the Hurricanes have now earned a point in nine consecutive games (11/25-12/15: 7-0-2), tied for the eighth-
longest point streak in franchise history. Carolina has posted a point streak of at least nine games in each of the last three 
seasons (4/15/21-5/6/21: 9-0-4 in 13 GP, 10/14/21-11/3/21: 9-0-0 in 9 GP). 
 
DARTH PAUL 
Paul Stastny played his 1,100th career NHL game tonight (COL: 538 GP, STL: 267 GP, WPG: 146 GP, VGK: 121 GP, Carolina: 
28 GP). Selected by the Avalanche in the second round (44th overall) of the 2005 NHL Draft, Stastny became the sixth player 
from his draft class to reach the milestone. Although he was just the seventh player to reach the milestone with 
Hartford/Carolina, he joined Jordan Staal (10/29 at PHI) as the second Hurricanes skater to accomplish the feat in 2022-23. 
 
NOT BAD, WOOKIEE 
Pyotr Kochetkov allowed his first goal in three games at 11:26 of the second period tonight, ending his shutout streak at 
151:26 dating back to 12/10 at NYI. His streak marked the sixth-longest shutout sequence in franchise history, just eight 
seconds shy of tying Mike Liut’s fifth-ranked streak (12/20/86-12/26/86: 151:34). Kochetkov passed Jason Muzzatti (3/22/96-
4/6/96: 130:12) for the longest shutout sequence by any rookie netminder in franchise history after posting the third-longest 
such streak earlier this season (11/10-11/19: 129:57). He is now 6-0-1 in his last seven appearances (11/29-12/15), with two 
or fewer goals allowed in seven of those contests. 
 
THE DEREK SIDE 
Derek Stepan has scored his first goal of the season tonight. The tally also marked his first career goal against Seattle, and 
he has now scored a goal against all 32 active NHL franchises. Entering tonight, only 34 players had scored against all 32 
teams, and Stepan is now the second Hurricanes player to accomplish the feat, joining Max Pacioretty. Pacioretty was the 
first player on that list, as he tallied three points (2g, 1a) against the Kraken in their first-ever NHL game (10/12/21 w/ VGK). 
 
HYPERNOESE 
Stefan Noesen scored his fourth goal of the season tonight, on his first career penalty shot attempt. The goal marked Carolina’s 
first penalty shot goal since 3/13/17 (Jeff Skinner at NYI) and first home penalty shot attempt since 1/24/16, when Elias Lindholm 
scored vs. CGY. The Hurricanes have had just two penalty shot attempts in the last five seasons (since 2018-19), with the 
other coming on 11/18/21 as Seth Jarvis was stopped at ANA. Noesen is the seventh player to score a penalty shot goal in 
2022-23, joining Nick Suzuki (MTL), Andreas Athanasiou (CHI), Brad Marchand (BOS), Isac Lundestrom (ANA), Mark Stone 
(VGK) and Marcus Johansson (WSH). The goal stood as the game winner, marking just the sixth game-winning penalty shot 
in franchise history and the first such goal since 1/13/06, when Frantisek Kaberle scored Hartford/Carolina’s only ever overtime 
penalty shot goal vs. NSH. 
 
HOME PLANET 
Coming off the most successful six-game road trip in franchise history (11/29-12/13: 5-0-1, 11 points), Carolina will finish the 
month with seven of eight games at PNC Arena. Tonight’s game was the first of four home games in a span of six days (12/15-
12/20), marking the first time this season that the Hurricanes are scheduled to play more than two consecutive contests on 
home ice. 
 
 
 
 
 



SPECIAL TEAMS 
- Carolina went 0-for-2 on the power play tonight and is now 17-for-97 (17.5%) on the man-advantage in 2022-23. The 

Hurricanes were 2-for-2 on the penalty kill and are now 78-for-97 (80.4%) on the kill this season. 
- Seattle went 0-for-2 on the power play tonight and is now 21-for-93 (22.6%) on the man-advantage in 2022-23. The Kraken 

were 2-for-2 on the penalty kill and are now 66-for-94 (70.2%) on the kill this season. 
 
SHOTS BY PERIOD 

TEAMS 1st 2nd 3rd OT Total 

Seattle 4 7 6 - 17 

Carolina 14 13 12 - 39 
 


